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foreword

This Discussion Paper provides a theoretical exploration of the challenges facing 
democracy and development in Africa, drawing on the case of Guinea-Bissau, 
recently recovering from a decade of violent conflict and political instability. 
In critically examining a phenomenon the paper conceptualises as ‘democracy 
without development,’ the author demonstrates the ‘limitations of democratic 
constitutionalism, epitomised by general multiparty elections.’ It is argued that 
democratic constitutionalism weakly rooted in the political, economic and cul-
tural structures of societies is most likely to result in instability and underde-
velopment. This implies that liberal democracy fails to deliver equality in prac-
tice in societies characterised by mass poverty and wide inequalities. This is 
the backdrop to the case study of the attempts at post-conflict democratisation 
in Guinea-Bissau between 1998 and 2009. By analysing the cycle of military 
intervention, political assassination and instability, the paper demonstrates the 
inability of electoral democracy to address the everyday survival challenges that 
the people face, and their aspirations. The author also explores the role of the 
international aid, noting that it has fuelled dependence and undermined Guin-
ea-Bissau’s autonomy. In seeking ways to resolve the dilemma of ‘democracy 
without development,’ the author notes that the real challenge lies in making 
‘needs’ and ‘resources’ meet, a process that would require political, economic 
and cultural transformation. This Discussion Paper provides its readers with 
a profound theoretical and empirical background for understanding the chal-
lenges of democratisation and development in one of West Africa’s most fragile 
post-conflict countries.
 
Cyril Obi
Senior Researcher
The Nordic Africa Institute
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acronyms 

AD Acção Democrática/Democratic action
APU Aliança Popular Unida/Popular united alliance
FCG-SD Fórum Cívico Guineense – Social Democracia/Guinean civic forum – 

social democracy
FDS Frente Democrática Social/Democratic social front
FLING Frente da Libertacão Nacional da Guiné/Guinea’s national liberation 

front
HDI Human Development Index
LIPE Liga Guinense de Protecção e Desenvolvimento Ecológico/Guinean 

league for ecological protection and development
MDG Movimento Democrático Guineense/Guinean Democratic Movement
PAIGC Partido Africano da Independência da Guiné e Cabo Verde/African 

party for the independence of Guinea and Cape Verde
PDSG Partido Democrático Socialista Guineense/Guinean democratic so-

cialist party
PMP Partido do Manifesto do Povo/Party of the people’s manifesto
PND Partido da Nova Democracia/Party of the new democracy
PRID Partido Republicano da Independência e do Desenvolvimento/Republi-

can party for independence and development
PRP Partido da Renovação e Progresso/Party for renewal and progress
PRS Partido da Renovação Social/Party for social renewal
PSD Partido Social Democrata/Social democratic party
PS Partido Socialista/Socialist party
PU Plataforma Unida/United platform
PT Partido do Trabalho/Party of labour
PUN Partido da União Nacional/Party of national union
PUSD Partido Unido Social Democrata/United social democratic party
RGB Resistência da Guiné-Bissau/Guinea-Bissau’s resistance
RGB/MB Resistência da Guiné-Bissau - Movimento Bâ-Fatá /Guinea-Bissau’s 

resistance – Bâ-Fatá-movement
UE União Eleitoral/Electoral union
UM União para a Mudança/Union for change
UNDP União Nacional para o Desenvolvimento e Progresso/National union 

for development and progress
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electoral democratisation: an introductory overview

Viewed in broad historical perspective (Rudebeck 2002 and 2003) constitution-
alism, as rule by law, without democracy, has existed for centuries in the so-
called Western historical experience. But what I like to call ‘the democratisation 
of constitutionalism’ (2001:20; 2002(a):175) in the ‘West’ (or ‘North’) through 
universal suffrage and civil rights for all is a recent outcome of growing popular 
influence and power in society. Nowhere does it date further back at the na-
tional level than to the second half of the 19th century.

In the even more recent processes of democratisation in the postcolonial 
‘South,’ beginning in the late 1980s, democratic constitutionalism – epitomised 
most vividly by general multiparty elections – has tended to come as a ready-made 
package, largely from the outside and above, straight into societies marked by 
quite limited popular sovereignty or citizen autonomy. Consequently, democ-
ratisation, although welcomed by the people, is still often weakly rooted in the 
institutional structure of the societies concerned, as illustrated not least by re-
cent ‘post-conflict’ situations.1 Electoral democratisation alone does not ensure 
democracy.

The case of Guinea-Bissau is one of several illuminating examples of this, in-
cluding a clear ‘post-conflict’ situation. What does it tell us? This is the question 
dealt with in this paper. First, however, a brief outline is provided of the theo-
retical argument used to link the concepts of democratisation and development 
at the abstract level and also to structure the concrete empirical presentation on 
Guinea-Bissau.2  

Democracy, democratisation and development

There is a fundamental and persistent dilemma in democratic theory springing 
from the tension between democracy conceptualised as a form of rule charac-
terised by universal suffrage, regular elections and basic civil rights and democracy 
conceptualised as political equality in actual practice.3 

The first definition or conceptualisation, that most often applied by modern 

1. Stressing the notion of ‘post-conflict’ democratisation risks obscuring the fact that 
democratisation is almost always conflictual. The notion may still be useful in turning our 
attention to policy issues of interest to the so-called international community and also to 
those directly affected in their daily lives by the conflicts preceding the post-conflict stage 
as well as the destructive chaos of that stage itself.

2.   Very special thanks to Bill Turpin, Bissau, regularly providing the author with electoral 
documents and Bissau newspapers throughout the 2000-06 period, thus making the 
writing of this paper possible. 

3.   For my views on this, see, for instance, Rudebeck 2002 and 2003. The first four paragraphs 
of this section have been extracted with only slight modifications from 2003, pp. 6–7. 
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political scientists, is often called the minimalist, because it is an operational 
definition limiting democracy to its essential institutional – constitutional, pro-
cedural – manifestations. The second definition or conceptualisation certainly 
views democracy as including the institutionalisation of political equality and 
basic freedoms, but it does not stop there. According to the second view, de-
mocracy can be meaningfully grasped and conceptualised only in the context of 
its own realisation in actual practice. How does the system work? Who is repre-
sented in what ways? Is political power equalised in ways that are meaningful to 
the citizens concerned? Such questions are integral to the concept of democracy, 
according to the second view.

My own striving is to practise the second view without giving up on demo-
cratic constitutionalism. This means a two-dimensional conceptualisation of de-
mocracy: democratic constitutionalism and popular sovereignty/citizen autonomy 
as two distinct but linked dimensions of actually existing democracy and ongoing 
processes of democratisation.

Where both dimensions are present, we are faced with deep, broad and ‘sub-
stantial’4  democracy, which can be expected to be more sustainable and durably 
legitimate than democracy limited to the constitutional level, not least by cre-
ating power entitlements for citizens that make it possible for them to assume 
responsibility for their own country’s development.

Depending on the context, democracy in its minimalist sense may or may 
not be correlated with ‘development,’ whether in the descriptive sense of growth 
in GNP and related indicators or in a structural sense, linking needs to possibili-
ties and resources. The broader, deeper or more substantial democracy is, how-
ever, the more it is logically linked to needs-based development, that is ‘develop-
ment’ in a structural sense, viewed as a process whereby existing possibilities are 
used to satisfy legitimate needs. Any such development requires that the needs 
to be satisfied be defined and decided upon, which is where political power is 
crucial. If the needs in question are those of the majority of the people, or even 
needs and interests common to entire countries and peoples, then the chances 
they will be prioritised in definition and implementation are greatest if they are 
democratically decided upon, in a process characterised by at least a measure of 
power equalisation. Those people, in many cases the great majority, whose el-
ementary needs have to be at least partially met for any stability to be achieved, 
have to have some substantial political power.

From a conceptual perspective, democracy is a structure of power. Democrati-

4.   This is the term used by Törnquist 2002, pp. 29 and 31, where he conceptualises ‘sub-
stantial’ democracy as follows: ‘Substantial democracy “only” means that the conventional 
democratic rules of the game ... are both fair and applied in vital sectors of society ...’ (p. 
29).
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sation is a process. Democratisation, in the substantial sense, thus turns out to be 
equal to political development.

Specifying the meaning of ‘development’ in greater depth is, as we know, 
a tricky, in fact a never-ending task (cf., Rudebeck 1991 and 2003). For the 
purposes of this paper, it will be dealt with in relation to our empirical case, to 
which we now turn. 

Breakdown and subsequent ‘normality’ in Guinea-Bissau, 1998–20065

War, transition and return to constitutional democracy, 1998–2000

The last few years of the 1990s were violent ones in Guinea-Bissau. Although the 
ruling regime had been legally democratic since 1994, it was hardly legitimate 
within its own society. Civil and regional war erupted in June 1998, breaking 
the relative peace that had lasted since independence in 1974. Despite support 
from several thousand soldiers sent mainly by neighbouring Senegal and Guinea 
(Conakry), internal resistance forced President João Bernardo ‘Nino’ Vieira to 
abdicate in May 1999. Under the leadership of a transitional government, the 
country returned to constitutional democracy through general elections in No-
vember 1999 (parliamentary and presidential) and January 2000 (second-round 
presidential). 

The former opposition party, PRS gained a parliamentary majority and 
ousted PAIGC, the pre-independence liberation movement and Guinea-Bissau’s 
ruling party from 1974 to 1998. The presidential election was also won by the 
opposition candidate Kumba Yalá, who gained 69 per cent of the national vote 
in the second round. He was installed as new president for a five-year period in 
February 2000 (Rudebeck 2001 and 2004).

Democracy without development

The new democratically constituted regime proved unable to deal with Guinea-
Bissau’s development problems. The country’s economy stagnated or regressed 
and the quality of life of the people deteriorated in rural as well as urban areas. 
The HDI ranking remained close to the bottom (see below). Governments were 
moving in and out of office. There was strong dissatisfaction among the military, 
who were owed unpaid salaries. True enough, democratic institutions were in 
place, but critical journalists and newspapers as well as independent judges and 
opposition politicians were frequent victims of repression by the president, the 

5.   Our empirical analysis ends largely with the 2005 presidential contest and its political af-
termath until March 2006. Subsequent events and developments in Guinea-Bissau, until 
the moment of putting a final touch to the text (November 2008), so far follow the same 
pattern as emerging from that analysis, and thus confirms it.  Cf. note 7.
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security police and the courts. The question of a ‘truth and reconciliation com-
mission’ on the South African model to deal with the wounds of conflict was 
raised, but never moved beyond the stage of superficial discussion. In sum, dur-
ing these first few years following the civil war the gap between state and society 
appeared as wide as ever and perhaps even to be widening, in spite of electoral 
democratisation. 

Military putsch, September 2003

On 14 September 2003, Kumba Yalá, the president elected in 2000, was deposed 
in a bloodless military putsch – fairly quickly but somewhat reluctantly accepted 
by the ‘international community’ as inevitable under the circumstances. The 
military appointed the businessman Henrique Rosa as provisional president. A 
National Transition Council made up of 56 members (25 military representa-
tives, 23 persons appointed the political parties and 8 by civil society organisa-
tions) became the provisional parliament. On 18 September 2003 a provisional 
constitutional agreement, a ‘mini-constitution’ called the Political Transition 
Charter/Carta de Transição Política (2003), was signed by the members of the 
transitional council.

Second post-civil war parliamentary election March 2004

After a quite peaceful constitutional transition, regular parliamentary elections 
were held on 28 March 2004, resulting in the return to power of PAIGC. Kum-
ba Yalá’s PRS came second. A new government based on the 45 parliamentary 
seats out of 100 gained by PAIGC was installed on 12 May 2004 under the 
premiership of PAIGC Secretary-General Carlos Gomes Jr. Initially, this gov-
ernment was also supported by PRS (35 seats) and by UM, a coalition of small 
parties that gained two parliamentary seats (Lusa 24 May 2004).

The consolidation of democracy in the country, however, proved  elusive. In 
October 2004, a military mutiny resulting in the murder of the commander-
in-chief and another high-ranking officer upset the fragile political balance in 
Guinea-Bissau. 

Second post-civil war presidential election 2005

Furthermore, presidential elections were also approaching. In terms of the Carta 
de Transição Política, the first round was scheduled for no later than 8 May 
2005, one year after the inauguration of the parliament elected in 2004. Agree-
ing on the election date was complicated by the need to update the census, a 
politically sensitive operation that also required financing (with aid money, un-
derlining Guinea-Bissau’s extreme dependence on aid) as well as transparency.

In the end, the first round of the presidential election took place on 19 June 
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2005. The election-day process was credibly deemed free and fair by observers 
and commentators, internal and external. The prelude, however, had been con-
flictual as well as questionable.

PAIGC’s candidate, Malam Bacai Sanhá, backed by a parliamentary major-
ity, had unexpectedly had to face two strong challengers, who managed to enter 
the contest late in the day. One was Kumba Yalá, the very person forced to 
resign from the presidency in September 2003, less than two years earlier. The 
other, and more potent, opponent was no less than João Bernardo ‘Nino’ Vieira, 
president of Guinea-Bissau from 1980 to 1999, who had been forced to flee his 
palace for the Portuguese embassy in Bissau on 7 May 1999, leaving for political 
asylum in Portugal one month later. To the surprise of many (but not all), Vieira 
returned for a few days from Portuguese asylum in early April 2005 in an air 
force helicopter belonging to neighbouring (Conakry) to visit his supporters and 
his mother and to register as a voter (Lusa 7–12 April 2005; Gazeta de Notícias 
15 April 2005; Nô Pintcha 20 May 2005).

On the deadline for registration, 19 April, the Guinea-Bissau supreme court 
published a list of 21 people who had registered as candidates for the presidential 
election, among them João Bernardo Vieira, who intended to run as an inde-
pendent (Lusa 19 April 2005; Diário Bissau 22 April 2005) and Kumba Yalá. 
On 10 May, the court finally announced its approval of 19 of the candidacies, 
including Vieira’s and Kumba Yalá’s (Lusa 10 May 2005; Nô Pintcha 12 May 
2005), although both had been vigorously disputed on juridical grounds. In 
both cases, the arguments turned on the presumed constitutional legality/il-
legality of allowing citizens who had renounced their claims to the presidency 
to run anew. Yalá claimed that although he had signed an act of resignation 
and withdrawal, in reality he had been forced to do so (Gazeta de Notícias 22 
April 2005; Diário Bissau 29 April 2005), while Vieira’s main juridical argument 
seems to have been the length of time since his resignation in June 1999 (Lusa 
April-May 2005; Gazeta de Notícias 3 May 2005; Kansaré, 16 May 2005).

Paradoxical outcome of presidential election, June-July-October 2005

Whatever the constitutional and political arguments for or against his partici-
pation, on election day, 19 June 2005, ‘Nino’ Vieira did in fact run as an inde-
pendent candidate against the PAIGC, which he had served for over 40 years 
until 1999. Kumba Yalá ran as the official candidate of his PRS party. All told, 
13 of the 19 candidates approved by the supreme court ran. Six chose to with-
draw for various reasons. As expected, Malam Bacai Sanhá, backed by PAIGC 
and its parliamentary majority, won the first round, winning 34 per cent of the 
reported vote. Vieira came second (27 per cent) and Yalá third (24 per cent).6

6. See introductory note in the Appendix on different ways of calculating these percentages.
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With no candidate securing more than 50 per cent, the way was opened for 
a dramatic second round between the first two on 24 July 2005. This time, in 
spite (or because) of the circumstances, the official winner was ‘Nino’ Vieira 
with 51.1 per cent of the reported vote against 46.5 for Sanhá. Kumba Yalá 
had recommended to his supporters that they vote for ‘Nino,’ as had the former 
prime minister in the 1999 transitional government Francisco Fadul (Lusa 22 
June 2005, 5 July 2005). The victory was contested by the loser and by the ruling 
party, which accused Vieira of cheating. Finally, on 1 October 2005, Vieira was 
reinstated as president of the republic in a charged political atmosphere (Lusa 
September-October 2005; Diário Bissau 29 September 2005; Baloba Notícias 5 
October 2005) – six years, four months and three weeks after being chased from 
the presidential palace by his own army and by popular revolt. 

Shifting coalitions and continuing instability

When it became evident in early 2005 that the presidential election might not 
be the easy victory hoped for by PAIGC, never-appeased tensions within the 
majority party surfaced in several ways, not least in the National Assembly itself. 
For instance, the leader of PAIGC parliamentary group, Cipriano Cassamá, 
whom the prime minister had vainly tried to have suspended from that position 
(Lusa 13 January 2005, 5 February 2005) came out against the PAIGC govern-
ment in favour of a general amnesty that would also cover various criminal acts 
of which João Bernardo Vieira was suspected (Lusa 2 March 2005), though 
never formally accused by a prosecutor. Cassamá was one of several prominent 
PAIGC politicians and parliamentary representatives critical of the government 
formed by their own party and who, later, even supported ‘Nino’ for president 
against the PAIGC candidate (Lusa 13 September 2005). Another member of 
this group was the former PAIGC vice president, Aristides Gomes.
At the end of October 2005, Vieira himself, as newly appointed president, in-
tervened in PAIGC’s internal struggle by dismissing Carlos Gomes Jr. from the 
premiership and installing the latter’s rival Aristides Gomes (Lusa, 29 October 
2005, 2 November 2005) as new prime minister. During the following months, 
the new government was able to maintain itself in power with the help of defec-
tors from the PAIGC parliamentary group, originally consisting of 45 deputies. 
The National Assembly’s approval, finally, on 16 March 2006 of the programme 
of Aristides Gomes’s government was a political victory for the president. The 
only opposing votes were those of the 36 remaining PAIGC deputies (Lusa 16 
March 2006). Political instability continued, however. One year later, Aristides 
Gomes was forced to resign as prime minister after a parliamentary no-confi-
dence vote. He was succeeded by Martinho N’Dafa Cabi, a PAIGC member but 
assumed to be more technocratic and less involved in partisan conflict (Lusa 21 
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March 2007, 9 April 2007, 11 April 2007). He in turn lasted till August 2008, 
when Carlos Correia, an old PAIGC veteran, was appointed prime minister 
(Lusa 12 August 2008). But as early as February 2008, the major party in the 
coalition, PAIGC, had already withdrawn its support for the prime minister 
(Lusa 29 February 2008), who thenceforward had to depend on the president. 
Thus the period as a whole was marked by stalemated political conflict between 
president and parliament, as well as within and between major political parties. 

On 16 November 2008, parliamentary elections were again held in Guinea-
Bissau. Initial reports were that election day passed off in peaceful and orderly 
fashion, resulting in a convincing two-thirds majority for PAIGC (Lusa 16–21 
November 2008). At first glance, this outcome seemed to herald a measure of 
political stability under the renewed premiership of Carlos Gomes Jr. However, 
less than a week after the election, during the early hours of 23 November 2008, 
the president of the republic barely survived an armed attack on his residence 
by nine sailors from his own navy (Lusa 23–26 November 2008). Thus, there 
is little reason to expect substantial political change to flow from the election.7 

What can be learnt?

The above is an outline of an infinitely complex web of political events unfold-
ing in a society traumatised by civil war on top of permanently promised but 
never-arriving ‘development,’ whether pre- or post-conflict, and in spite of de-
mocratisation. 

What can be learnt from all this? I will try in particular to open up a discus-
sion of possible linkages between electoral democratisation and development.8 

7.   On 27 November, the National Election Commission (CNE) announced the ‘definite’ re-
sults, according to which PAIGC gained a comfortable two-thirds majority in the National 
Assembly with 67 of the 100 seats (Lusa 28 November 2008). Former president Kumba 
Yalá’s PRS gained 28. Altogether 19 political parties took part, but besides the two men-
tioned only three more gained representation, with three seats for PRID and one each for 
PND and a coalition of minor groupings. On 28 November 2008, PRS, the major opposi-
tion party, and PND, which gained only one seat in the 16 November election, presented 
a joint petition to the supreme court challenging the results on the grounds that fraud had 
been observed. They demanded that the elections in several districts be either re-run or 
that the votes be recounted (Lusa 28 November 2008). If successful, this move could result 
in PAIGC losing the constitutionally important two-thirds majority in the National As-
sembly by losing one or more seats to the opposition. On 28 November, furthermore, PRS 
announced its overall rejection of the results announced by the CNE (Lusa 28 November 
2008). So far there is nothing but rumour about the forces or groups behind the assault on 
the president.

8.   This is continuation of work I have been pursuing for decades using the West-African 
case of Guinea-Bissau for empirical and theoretical deepening (e.g., Rudebeck 1991, 2001, 
2002(b), 2004, 2006(b), 2008). 
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The elections

As we have seen, within a space of nine years between November 1999 and 
November 2008, as many as seven national-level general elections took place 
in Guinea-Bissau (counting the two rounds in the two presidential elections 
separately):

•	 28	November	1999,	National	Assembly	election
•	 28	November	1999,	first	round	presidential	election
•	 16	January	2000,	second	round	presidential	election
•	 28	March	2004,	National	Assembly	election
•	 19	June	2005,	first	round	presidential	election
•	 24	July	2005,	second	round	presidential	election
•	 16	November	2008,	National	Assembly	election

The outcomes of the 1999–2005 elections are summarised in tables 1–6 in the 
Appendix at the end of the text. 

Close reading of the tables, supplemented with other information, reveals 
or indicates many things about hotly debated issues such as the role of electoral 
politics in intensifying or transcending ethnic and religious divisions in society; 
the great number of political parties and presidential candidates; and the vague-
ness of, or absence of, ideological divisions between the parties. Let me offer a 
few observations on these matters. 

Malam Bacai Sanha, leading PAIGC national politician and major presi-
dential candidate in both 1999/2000 and 2005, belongs to a southern minority 
ethnic group, the Beafada, most of whom are Moslem, as is Sanha himself. 
About 40 per cent of the Guinean population are held to be Moslem. Still, in 
both elections, many Moslem voters preferred Kumba Yalá or ‘Nino’ Vieira, 
both non-Moslem and leaning syncretistically towards Christianity/animism. 

Kumba Yalá belongs to the major Balanta group, which makes up about 25 
per cent of the population. It is easy to verify that his presidency signified the 
ascension of many Balanta to high political and military office. It is also true 
that Yalá himself in 1999/2000 (and his PRS, both then and in 2004, although 
not shown in the tables) did extremely well or well in predominantly Balanta 
areas. Still, Kumba Yalá in 1999/2000 also drew many votes even from several 
Moslem areas.

The dramatic 2005 presidential contest, which in the end pitted two veteran 
PAIGC (ex-PAIGC in Vieira’s case) politicians against each other, is similarly 
illustrative and inconclusive as regards the ethno-religious factor. ‘Nino’ Vieira 
belongs to the Papel ethnic group, which is predominant in the area northwest 
of the capital Bissau, but he is pre-eminently a national Guinean politician, like 
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Malam Bacai Sanha. Their election results in both rounds indicate that both re-
cruited voters across ethno-religious lines. Bacai Sanha’s vote in particular was 
quite evenly distributed over the country. Even so, ‘Nino’ scored as high as 87 per 
cent in the Biombo ‘homeland’ of the Papel. Furthermore, it is said by insightful 
local observers, although not so easy to verify statistically, that Bacai Sanha’s Mos-
lem religion was decisive in depriving him of final victory on 24 July 2005, not 
least by turning urbanised Bissau voters otherwise sceptical of Vieira against him.  

It is difficult to say with any certainty whether these observations support 
(or do not) the notion that electoral democratisation is likely to aggravate eth-
no-religious tensions in society, even to the extent of obstructing development. 
Certainly the ‘Balanta factor’ and ethno-religious factors in general are potent in 
Guinean politics, but so are many other factors. The latter, furthermore, blend 
with the former, sometimes inseparably.

It is notable, too, that the 1998–99 civil war, was not primarily an ethnic 
war. The leader of the forces challenging the pre-1999 regime of ‘Nino’ Vieira 
was the military man Ansumane Mané, a deeply Moslem ethnic Mandinga 
(around 15 per cent of the Guinean population are Mandinga), originally of 
Gambian nationality.9 Even so, the revolt certainly had overwhelming support 
among the Balanta of Guinea-Bissau, who are strictly non-Moslem.10 

As also seen from the tables, the number of political parties and presiden-
tial candidates taking part in elections is very high for a small country with a 
population of about 1.5 million people. It is not possible, however, to distin-
guish between the political parties of Guinea-Bissau by studying their party pro-
grammes. These and similar documents demonstrate clearly that all the parties 
claim to stand for democracy, justice and human rights, as well as for a socially 
responsible market economy. Any discernible differences tend to concern social 
and cultural/ethnic belonging, sources of financing, historical ties between lead-
ers and supporters and the personal qualities of leaders. The same goes for the 
presidential candidates (see Rudebeck 2001:48–62.)

Whatever can be said about the parties, the tables of Appendix 1 reflect the 
fact that in 1999–2005 electoral democracy was intensively evident in Guinea-
Bissau. Elections have been held, citizens have gone to vote in considerable num-
bers, politicians have moved in and out of office, elected parliamentarians have 
shifted their loyalties in ways perhaps not expected by their original supporters, 
international observers have given their stamp of approval, sometimes with some 
hesitation, but still. The problem, thus, is not lack of electoral democracy.

9.    Ansumane Mané was subsequently killed in unclear circumstances, most probably mur-
dered by the armed forces of Kumba Yalá’s regime, on 30 November 2003. See Rudebeck 
2001, pp. 96–98. 

10. See Rudebeck 2001, pp. 28–30, for further comments on the origins of the 1988–99 
conflict.
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On the other hand, it would be very wrong to conclude illogically, as some 
may be tempted to do, that electoral democracy is a root cause of the problems 
of Guinea-Bissau. It is simply an insufficient solution to the kind of societal con-
dition epitomised by rank 175 in the HDI of 2007–08, just two places above the 
bottom rank, as we shall now see. 

never-arriving development

As far as countrywide levels of ‘development’ are concerned, the UN Devel-
opment Programme’s HDI provides us with a composite quantitative measure 
of unsurpassed validity. In the following table, Guinea-Bissau’s pre- and post-
conflict HDI scores (running from zero to one) and rankings are shown. The 
2007–08 score indicates no real improvement over pre- and immediate post-
conflict levels. For the Guinean people, both the absence of change and the 
reality of the extremely low absolute level are alarming, to say the least.

HDI score and rank of Guinea-Bissau, rank of country at bottom level
(various years)

 Guinea-Bissau Guinea-Bissau Bottom rank
Year HDI-score rank all
2000 (1998 data) 0.331 169 174
2003 (2001 data) 0.373 166 175
2007/2008 (various estimates) 0.374 175 177

sources: un Development Programme, Human Development report 2000, table 1, p. 160; 
Human Development report 2003, table 1, p. 240; Human Development report 2007/2008, 
table 1, p. 232.

Concretely, Guinea-Bissau’s 2007/2008 HDI score, based on best available data, 
represents an estimated average life expectancy at birth of 46 years; a roughly 
estimated adult literacy rate of 45 per cent; an estimated overall combined pri-
mary, secondary and tertiary school enrolment rate of 37 per cent; and an esti-
mated average per capita purchasing power of 827 purchasing-power adjusted $ 
US. The latter is 16 per cent of the average for the world’s ‘developing countries’ 
and no more than 2.8 per cent of the OECD average. Behind or below these 
overall figures there are of course all kinds of more specific variations.

It should be remembered that generally HDI variables are rather long-term 
and slow to change, meaning that specific improvements in limited respects will 
not be easily registered by the index, especially not within a few years.
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Democracy, democratisation and development – in the concrete

I have attempted in two recent articles (2004, 2008) to highlight the implica-
tions of democratisation by drawing on the case study of the village of Kandj-
adja in northern Guinea-Bissau, which I have had occasion to visit and re-visit 
many times since 1976, including the more recent ‘post-conflict’ situation since 
1998-99. Much of the following draws on that work, in which I note significant-
ly, among other things, that ‘civil society had been activated without becoming 
democratised’ (2004:15). 

Private and public in politics

The problem of democratisation at the national level resulting in civil society at 
local level being activated rather than democratised is obviously not restricted to 
Guinea-Bissau. It has general relevance. When the local political process is fo-
cused on and reaches into family and personal interests of survival and reproduc-
tion, it will very easily take the form of ‘patron-client relationships’ rather than 
democratic organisation. Both citizens and leaders take advantage of whatever 
opportunities are available to them to promote their short-term interests. As far 
as the citizens are concerned, in situations of material poverty, this is principally 
a question of day-to-day survival; while for the politicians it is more a question 
of accessing power and resources. As long as the citizens cannot discern any con-
crete reasons to assume that public, collective, action might actually help them 
survive and improve their lives, the likelihood is high that they will continue to 
turn to their patrons, even under the guise of the constitutionally democratic 
system or through various civil society activities – not so much because they 
trust those patrons but because they do not see any realistic alternatives.

This looks like an impasse, at least in the short run. In the somewhat longer 
run, however, the negative dynamics of such a situation are not sustainable. 
Both the development necessary for people to survive in acceptable ways and 
their readiness, as well as capacity, to support the patrons’ power are under-
mined. The example of the village of Kandjadja is instructive – mainly by clearly 
demonstrating how little the local people get in return for their political support, 
but perhaps also by suggesting certain limits to their patience, as shown for in-
stance by a decline in voting support for PAIGC between 1994 and 1999/2000, 
however modest in national comparison.11 Still, so far, the self-perceived short-

11. The decline for PAIGC did not continue in the 28 March 2004 parliamentary election, 
however. On the contrary, the Kandjadja voters on that occasion conformed to the overall 
national trend of showing lack of trust in the first non-PAIGC government ever. Thus, 
in 2004 PAIGC scored 257 votes out of 363 valid votes (71 per cent) in the village of 
Kandjadja, as against 172 out of 432 (40 per cent) in 1999. Thus,  support for PAIGC 
was even higher in 2004 than in 1994 (information on 2004 voting outcome collected in 
Kandjadja on 29 June 2007.) 
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term interest of the villagers has not incited them to new forms of politicisation, 
beyond participating in multiparty elections.12

Democratisation and control over developmental resources

The above conclusion on politicisation in Kandjadja over the last decade brings 
up the problem of democratisation and development seen together, as they ma-
terialise in Guinea-Bissau and other countries marked by mass poverty. Ab-
stractly formulated, this is the key developmental problem of how to make needs 
and resources meet. For that problem to be resolved, needs must be defined and 
existing resources must be put to use. This is a three-dimensional task, as it 
involves not only economy and politics, but also culture. The more equally dis-
tributed the power to define needs and to control relevant resources is, the more 
democratic, by definition, is the society in question, and the greater the chance 
that existing resources will be used in accordance with the developmental needs 
of the many. Culture may either facilitate or obstruct this process. This goes to 
the core of the conceptual theme of democracy and democratisation in relation 
to development. 

Democratisation and women’s representation

The link is close between development and the gender dimension of democra-
tisation. One question among many in this large complex of theoretical and 
empirical issues is the effects of electoral democratisation upon women’s repre-
sentation in the political process. A simple indicator is the proportion of women 
elected to parliament. It is striking that in Guinea-Bissau democratisation co-
incided with a considerable reduction of that proportion. The table given below 
is unambiguous in this regard. Although I do not here present data for other 
countries and situations, we have no reason to believe that Guinea-Bissau would 
be unique in this respect.13 

The last undemocratically elected parliament, before democratisation reached 
Guinea-Bissau in the early 1990s, was that of 1989. In the National Assembly 
elected that year, there were 30 women deputies out of a total of 150, or 20 per 

12. Revisiting Kandjadja on 29 June 2007, I did, however, learn that the villagers themselves 
had in 2005 started a private school offering the first three grades of primary school to 
substitute for the state school that had been closed down in 1989 and had never reopened 
since. The employment of a teacher for the new community-run school was financed by 
each family putting in CFA 350 (0.53 euro) per month and child. This village initiative can 
be seen as a sign of substantial democratisation of civil society at the local level. The school 
was still operating in the autumn of 2008.

13.   Taking an historical view, it is known, for example, that the introduction of female suffrage 
in countries such as Sweden and Germany after the First World War was statistically 
correlated with successes scored by conservative parties that had been opposed to 
democratisation in this form (Tingsten 1963:36 ff.). 
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cent. Then, as earlier, the parliament had been filled on the basis of a top-down 
method by indirect one-party elections, in which the voters first appointed re-
gional assemblies from PAIGC’s one-party lists and where the members of those 
assemblies in turn selected from among themselves the persons who were to sit 
in parliament. It is not surprising that the leadership, if it so wanted, was able 
to produce a fairly large proportion of women in such a process. When the pro-
cess became freer, the proportion of women in the National Assembly declined 
rapidly to 9 per cent in 1994 and, in the 1999 election, to less than 8 per cent.14 
As seen in the table below, the proportion has not changed so far during the 
post-civil war period.

The participation of a woman-led political party (FCG-SD) in the multiparty 
elections did not have any apparent effect on the number of women elected to po-
litical office. Nor is it likely to have had any noticeable effect on the overall partici-
pation of women as voters, considering FCG-SD’s meagre results from a statistical 
point of view. Quite possibly the participation of FCG-SD as a political party and 
Antonieta Rosa Gomes as its presidential candidate on three different occasions 
from 1999 to 2005 might have had long-term attitudinal effects in Guinean soci-
ety, although these cannot be known on the basis of electoral data alone. 

One certain conclusion to be drawn from the comparison presented in the 
table is that the transition from undemocratic to democratic election procedure 
does not, by itself, guarantee a larger proportion of women in the National As-
sembly. Another conclusion is that the ‘post-conflict’ situation did not bring any 
statistical change in this regard in Guinea-Bissau. These are conclusions, I think, 
that merit attention in the wider context of democratisation and development. 

Proportion of women among the total number of members elected to the National 
Assembly in 1989, 1994, 1999 and 2004 
 absolute figures %
1989 30/150 20
1994 9/100 9
1999 8/102 7.8
2004 10/100 10

Sources: rudebeck 2001, p. 59; Diário de Bissau, 14 January 2000; Diário Bissau, 13 May 2004. 

Power, culture and politics

As for the role of culture in politics, the crucial question is not whether the line 
of division between public and private is more diffuse in the political cultures of 
most African countries than, generally, in Western Europe and North America. 

14. For detailed references in this regard on the 1994 and 1999 elections, see Rudebeck 2001, 
pp. 58–60. 
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It most probably is. The question is how far this kind of argument takes us in 
explaining lack of development. Patron-client relations and corruption certainly 
have not prevented economic development in other parts of the world, whether, 
for instance, historically in the West or in modern Asia.15

By concentrating – or appearing to concentrate – the explanatory effort on 
cultural variables, the question of power in society is avoided. But the distribu-
tion of political power is a key factor in development. Its equalisation is, further-
more, what democratisation is all about.

True enough, an inherited culture of client deference to patrons obvious-
ly supports unequal power and thus does not facilitate democratisation. But 
in accordance with Max Weber’s classical sociological perspective, culture is 
more fruitfully analysed as the ‘switchman’ between interest and action than as 
an overall explanation of society as such. Culture provides values, images and 
frameworks for interpreting reality. But when necessary for daily survival, even 
democratically minded persons bow to patrons, however reluctantly. Likewise, 
powerful people whose cultural values are non-democratic may well agree to 
share inherited power if such is necessary to their political or even physical sur-
vival. Our explanatory efforts need to be pushed beyond the surface recognition 
of the factual existence of such behaviour. What material forces or interests and 
political structures actually obstruct democratisation? Why do democrats bend 
to bosses? Why do bosses sometimes accept democratisation?

Furthermore, control over many developmental resources important to 
Guinea-Bissau is in the hands of outside forces. Such inequality tends to be 
reinforced under the conditions of today’s globalisation. It is even possible that 
control over developmental resources that actually can be locally and nation-
ally managed under globalisation will long continue to escape most people in 
Guinea-Bissau and many other countries, in spite of democratisation.

If so, democracy will have turned out to be thinly and incompletely imple-
mented. In most cases, this will not be because people, for cultural reasons, do 
not want power to be shared. Quite the reverse: the explanation will much more 
likely have to be sought in a complex structure of power that makes it excessively 
hard for Guineans in general and many others to make their developmental 
interests heard and seen, even within newly introduced democratic institutions, 
however much they would like to be able to do so. As long as this is the case, 
‘post-conflict’ stability, except by repression, is likely to remain a dream.

15. Cf. the following methodological remark by Mahmood Mamdani (1996:295 note 2) on 
‘the mode of domination’ as an explanatory variable: ‘My point about clientelism is that it 
is more an effect of the form of power than an explanation of it.’ My own related point is 
that the culture of clientelism does not explain clientelism: it is clientelism.
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A note on the international context

I have earlier indicated (Rudebeck 2006) what can be learnt from the Guinea-
Bissau experience since 1999 about the role of the ‘international community’ in 
‘post-conflict’ democratisation. The following points are relevant (Ibid.:84–5):

•	 ‘top-down’	at	the	expense	of	‘bottom-up’	has	contributed	significantly	to	the	
failure so far of post-conflict improvement and stabilisation;

•		 holding	early	parliamentary	and	presidential	 elections	 in	November	1999,	
only six months after the end of civil war, was probably better than postpon-
ing the elections, as early elections in this case did concretise the meaning of 
democracy for many citizens;

•	 the	situation	of	women	as	citizens	changes	or	improves	very	slowly	and	une-
venly, not visibly as a result of foreign aid, and is seemingly unaffected by the 
politically significant role once held by women in the 1963–74 anti-colonial 
struggle against Portugal.

These points were originally formulated before the 2005 presidential election, 
with its paradoxical outcome, had taken place. All indications are that they are 
equally relevant in 2008. Whatever stabilisation may be under way does not 
seem to carry the seeds of substantial improvement for the citizens in the short 
or medium run.

The ‘solution’

The ‘solution’ to such impasses for the people of Guinea-Bissau would thus be 
to gradually break up the vertical patron-client structures of power and to cre-
ate more democratic structures in their place by putting political pressure from 
below on the patrons, all the way up to the national level. This would have to 
involve horizontal self-organisation by people with similar developmental in-
terests, rather than each one on his or her own linking up with better placed 
individuals running for office in an election, in the hope, for instance, of getting 
a job with cash remuneration in exchange for helping to mobilise voters. Most 
often that hope is never realised anyway.  

If anything like the kind of horizontal self-organisation now indicated ever 
materialises, it will certainly come to look like a cultural revolution, in the sense 
of requiring that many customs and habits be changed. It is, however, more 
than doubtful that such self-organisation will be brought about (i.e., caused) by 
cultural change. In the theoretical perspective applied here, breaking up the ver-
tical patron-client structures of power and creating more democratic structures 
in their place would simply be sheer survival necessity, in spite of age-old values 
and habits of patron-client dependence.
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conclusion

Guinea-Bissau, over nine years after the end of civil war, is still characterised 
by democratisation without development. An important contributory factor is 
the strong military, oversized for historical reasons but underpaid for financial 
reasons (when paid at all) and thus permanently dissatisfied and vulnerable to 
being influenced. Another critical factor is extreme dependence on international 
aid, even for such crucial but relatively inexpensive matters as the carrying out 
of elections. Such dependence constantly threatens to undermine the autonomy 
crucial to democracy.

The key underlying factor in Guinean society, however, is a very unequal 
power structure in which ordinary people have daily experience of underdevel-
opment and little or no control over the resources needed for substantial im-
provement of their lives. Democracy limited to electoral democracy will not 
resolve this. General elections are vital to democracy, but in societies marked by 
mass poverty, more is needed for democracy to make lasting sense (cf., Rude-
beck 2002(b):126–7). There are no nationwide signs in Guinea-Bissau today of 
the horizontally organised pressure from below suggested above as crucial for 
democracy to become substantial. 

I have, for instance, often asked myself what the difference would be be-
tween a West African village farmer struggling against poverty who does make 
use of the democratic institutions existing in his or her country and one who 
does not, beyond voting in elections. If citizens dared or found it useful to make 
use of their constitutional and democratic freedom of association to get together 
with others in, for instance, horizontally organised and functioning credit or 
farmers’ associations, which could begin to loosen their members’ dependence 
on various kinds of political and economic patrons, then deep or substantial de-
mocratisation would also, by definition, begin to take place, and ‘development’ 
would become a possibility. 
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appendix

Tables of general elections held in Guinea-Bissau, 1999–200516

Table 1. Results, whole country, National Assembly (ANP) election 28 November 
1999 (number of mandates and rounded-off percentage of total vote gained by each 
party)

 Mandates % vote
PaiGc   24 15
rGB/MB   29 16
Prs   38 24
fDs    1 2
uM    3 7
LiPe   – 3
fLinG   – 2
aD (PcD-fD)    3 4
PusD   – 1 (1.1)
fcG-sD   – 1 (0.8)
PsD    3 5 (4.6)
unDP    1 3 (3.3)
PrP   – 1 (0.9)
blank votes   – 13
not valid   – 4

Total 102 100 %
Total number of votes   432,604

Source: Comissão Nacional de Eleições,  9 December1999 and 25 January 2000. 

16.   The percentages given in the tables have been calculated as shares of total vote, as op-
posed to shares of the total number of approved (‘valid’) votes, which is a common 
procedure, although somewhat misleading. As the latter, commonest, way of calculat-
ing was used in my sources, I have done some recalculations for my tables. The differ-
ences are small, however. The official percentages, for instance, for the second round of 
the 2005 presidential election were 52.35 per cent of the vote in favour of Joaõ Bernardo 
Vieira and 47.65 for Malam Bacai  Sanha, while table 6 below gives 51.1 versus 46.5.   
 The official statistics on which the tables are based only show participation in relation 
to the number of registered voters. Even real participation, however, calculated as total vote/
estimated number of people of voting age, had risen to over 70 per cent in 1999, according to 
my own rough estimates. The most recent such rates, similarly calculated, were 62 per cent 
for the 2004 parliamentary election (official rate 74.5), 61 for the first round of the 2005 
presidential election (official 88) and 58 for the second round (official 79) (sources same as 
for tables 4, 5 and 6 below; details on manner of calculation in Rudebeck 2001, pp. 56– 
7.) These participation rates strengthen the impression of legitimacy in Guinea-Bissau for 
democratic elections.  
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Table 2. Results, whole country, first round of presidential election, 28 November 
1999 (rounded-off percentage of total vote and numberof votes obtained by each 
candidate)

 % vote Number of votes
Kumba Yalá (Prs)   34 143,996
Malam Bacai sanhá (PaiGc)   20   86,724
faustino imbali (independent)     7   30,484
fernando Gomes (independent)     6  (6.2)   26,049
João Tatis sá (independent)     6  (5.8)   24,117
abubacar Baldé (unDP)     5   20,192
Bubacar rachid Djaló (LiPe)     3   12,026
Joaquim Baldé (PsD)     2  (2.1)     8,623
salvador Tchongo (independent)     2  (1.7)     6,937
José catengul Mendes (fLinG)     1  (1.3)     5,311
Mamadú uri Baldé (PrP)     1  (0.9)     3,580
antonieta rosa Gomes (fcG/sD)     1  (07)     2,986
Blank votes     8   32,740
invalid votes     4   15,647

Total 100  417,992

Source: Comissão Nacional de Eleições, 9 December 1999, 11 December 1999, and 25 January 
2000.

Table 3. Results, by region and whole country, second round of presidential election, 
16 January  2000 (rounded-off percentage of total vote for each of the two candidates 
and for blank, invalid and protested votes, total vote) 

  Kumba Malam
Region  Yalá Sanha Blank Invalid Total vote
Tombali 66 31 2 1   25,216
Quinara 50 46 2 1   16,105
oio 64 32 2 2   63,979
Biombo 88   8 3 2   20,398
Bol./Bij. 65 30 2 2     7,889
Bafatá 60 35 2 2   50,073
Gabú 67 28 2 2   43,423
cacheu 81 14 3 2   44,703
Bissau 75 24 1 1   89,823

Whole country 69% 27% 2% 2% 361,609

Source: Comissão Nacional de Eleicôes, 21 January 2000. 
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Table 4. Results, whole country, National Assembly (ANP) election, 28 March 2004 
(number of mandates and rounded-off percentage of total vote gained by each party)

 Mandates % vote
PaiGc 45 31
Prs 35 25
PusD 17 16 
ue 2 4
aPu 1 1 (1.3)
Pu –  5
PDsG – 2
uM – 2
rGB – 2 (1.7)
Pun – 1 (1.4)
unDP –    1
fcG/sD – 1 
MDG – 1
PMP – 1 (0.7)
Ps – 0 (0.3)
blank, invalid and protested votes –  7 

Total 100*  100%
Total number of votes  449,755

* Two representatives of Guineans residing abroad were not elected, which explains why the 
sum total of mandates in the table is 100, rather than 102.

Sources: Nô Pintcha, 8 april 2004; Lusa, 4 april 2004.

Table 5. Results, whole country, first round of presidential election, 19 June 2005, 
(rounded-off percentage of total vote and number of votes obtained by each candidate)

 % vote Number of votes
Malam Bacai sanhá (PaiGc)   34 158,276
João Bernardo Vieira (independent)   27 128,918
Kumba Yalá (Prs)   24 111,606
francisco José fadul (PusD)     3   12,733
aregado Mantenque Té (PT)     2     9,000
Mamadu iala Djaló (independent)     1.5     7,112
Mário Lopes da rosa (independent)     1.0     4,863
idrissa Djaló (Pun)     0.8     3,604
adelino Mano Queta (independent)     0.6     2,816
faustino imbali (independent)     0.5     2,330
empossa ié (independent)     0.5     2,215
antonieta rosa Gomes (fcG/sD)     0.3     1,642
João Tatis sá (independent)     0.3     1,378
Blank votes     2.5   13,239
invalid votes     2   10,516
Protested votes     0.3     1,595

Total 100% 471,843

Source: Boletim Oficial da República da Guiné-Bissau, no. 26, 1 July 2005, supplement 2; Lusa, 25 
June 2005 (for party affiliations). 
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Table 6. Results, by region and whole country, second round of presidential 
election, 24 July 2005 (rounded-off percentage of total vote for each of the two can-
didates and for blank, invalid and protested votes, total vote) 

  João B.  Malam  Invalid +
Region  Vieira Sanha Blank protested Total   vote
Tombali 54 43 2 2   25,916
Quinara 38 60 1 1   17,362
oio 45 52 2 1   60,745
Biombo 87 11 1 1   27,742
Bol./Bij. 67 31 1 1   11,819
Bafatá 48 49 2 1   58,439
Gabú 50 47 1 1   59,580
cacheu 46 50 2 2   42,655
Bissau 49.3 49.5 0.6 0.7  118,720

Whole country 51. % 46.5% 1.3% 1.1% 422,978

Source: comissão nacional de eleicôes, 10 august 2005. 
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